
Workplace Connections:
Successful and Problematic

Workplace Behavior







Assembly::
Cut along the perimeter of the cube
template. Do not cut apart the squares.
Fold on the lines to make a cube.
Use a glue stick to attach flaps to make the
cube.

Materials:
Cube template
Scissors
Glue stick

Directions:
Students will take turns rolling the cube to
reveal a workplace behavior scenario.
Read the workplace behavior scenario aloud.
Ask students to identify if they believe the
scenario represents a successful workplace
behavior or a problematic workplace
behavior.
Ask students to justify their answers. If It Is a
problematic workplace behavior, ask
students what should be done differently.



Provide students with successful and problematic Image Exchange Cards. 
Ask Yes/No questions 
Provide prompting questions to identify the correct answer. 

“What could happen if they continue this behavior?”
“How do you think the other person in this scenario would feel?”
“If you were paying this person to work for you, would you be happy with their performance?”

Answer: Successful - Helping in the workplace is when you offer guidance to someone else so that
they can complete a task.

Answer: Problematic - Disrespect or teasing is when you insult someone by making negative jokes or
negative comments about them.

Answer: Problematic - Being off-task in the workplace means that you are not completing the work
that is assigned to you.

Answer: Successful - Collaborating in the workplace is when you are working with another peer to
complete a task.  

Answer: Successful - Problem solving in the workplace is when you work to remove a barrier.  

Answer: Problematic - Interrupting in the workplace is when you stop someone from saying or doing
something. 

Using this resource:

Students will be asked to identify if a behavior is successful or problematic in the workplace. 
Successful workplace behaviors help make your coworkers and the business successful. 
Problematic behaviors may prevent success in the business, for you, or your coworkers. Problematic
behaviors could lead to the loss of a job. 

Differentiation:

Prompting Questions:

Answer key:
Monica sees a customer struggling to carry her groceries so she runs and gets the customer a
shopping cart.

Marcus is proud to show off a picture he painted. Monica saw it and said “That looks like a child
painted it.

Marcus was preparing food orders during lunch rush. Half way through Marcus sits down to check his
text messages.

Monica and Marcus have a project due in a month. They sit down together and create a timeline to
finish the project.

Marcus is stuck on a project. He asks for ideas to help solve his problem. Monica offers some
suggestions. Marcus takes her advice and finishes the project. 

Monica is telling coworkers about a new product for customers. It reminds Marcus of last night’s
basketball game. Marcus starts asking questions about the game during Monica’s presentation. 



Marcus is preparing
food orders during

lunch rush. Half way
through, Marcus  gets
a notification on his
phone. He sits down

to check his text
messages.

Monica is telling
coworkers about a new
product for customers.

It reminds Marcus of
last night's basketball
game. Marcus starts

asking questions about
the game during

Monica's presentation.

Monica and Marcus
have a project due in a
month. They sit down
together and create a
timeline to finish the

project.

Marcus is proud to
show off a picture he
painted. Monica sees

it and says “That looks
like a child painted it."

Monica sees a
customer struggling

to carry her groceries
so she runs and gets

the customer a
shopping cart.

Marcus is stuck on a
project. He asks for

ideas to help solve his
problem. Monica

offers some
suggestions. Marcus
takes her advice and
finishes his project.



BEHAVIOR SCENARIOS


